How to Analyze the Cyber Threat from Drones

Background, Analysis Frameworks, and Analysis Tools
This report explores the security implications of the rapid growth in unmanned aerial systems (UAS), focusing specifically on current and future vulnerabilities. We propose conceptual approaches meant to enable the enumeration and categorization of UAS-related cyber threats, covering the use of UAS as both targets and vectors of cyberattack, as well as their use by both allies and adversaries. These approaches have been applied to real-world threat scenarios to test their validity and illustrate the types of attacks that are currently feasible. Industry trends and the implications of these trends for cybersecurity are presented as well. Finally, we consider the UAS-related cybersecurity threat from the perspective of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS).

This research should be of interest to individuals within DHS that have responsibilities related to the operation of UAS, those responsible for ensuring the cybersecurity of DHS and DHS-protected facilities and assets, or anyone concerned with the way that UAS proliferation may change the cybersecurity landscape.
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Summary

In a world of constant and rapid technological change, minimizing vulnerabilities is a never-ending race against one’s adversaries—a race against their technology and its exploitation, as well as their devices, ideas, modes of operation, and tactics. In this report, we examine the cybersecurity implications of one key technological trend: the advancement and proliferation of public-use unmanned aerial systems (UAS). UAS, commonly called drones, have become more common, more readily available, and more sophisticated, supporting new capabilities such as increased data collection and autonomous behavior. As a consequence, UAS are reshaping the cybersecurity world in two key ways. Firstly, UAS present a new kind of critical cybersecurity target. Critical law enforcement or data collection missions using UAS could be undermined by cyberattacks on these platforms. Secondly, UAS in the hands of adversaries could present novel avenues for cyberattacks, with UAS themselves serving as “cyber weapons” intended to deliver malicious content or enable kinetic impacts. In this report, we consider the threat posed by UAS as both targets and vectors of cyberattack. We also examine the relevance of these threats for the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and DHS-protected facilities and assets.

UAS Security

This work explores the security implications of the rapid growth in UAS technology, focusing specifically on current vulnerabilities and future trends. As drones become more common and sophisticated, both the likelihood and the potential consequences of security threats increase. According to one estimate, sales of piloted or autonomous drones will exceed $12 billion by 2021.¹

We propose conceptual approaches meant to enable the enumeration and categorization of UAS-related cyber threats. These approaches use both “blue” (ally) and “red” (adversary) mindsets to help policymakers illuminate and understand the kinds of threats that may be facing their organization now and in the future. Blue-mindset-

based approaches focus on uncovering vulnerabilities in a UAS-related system, while red-mindset-based approaches are built around how to successfully attack a system. These approaches are applied to real-world threat scenarios to test their validity and illustrate the types of attacks that are currently feasible. These attack examples as well as a structured review of academic and other literature related to UAS-related cyber vulnerabilities help to paint a picture of the likely threat space, today and in the near future.

To enable anticipation of the future threat space related to UAS and cybersecurity, this report also highlights industry trends and the possible implications of these trends. Drones are expected to become more integrated with security and law enforcement functions. New UAS technology developments, including the introduction of more sophisticated, more autonomous control software,2 and the ability to create drone swarms through mobile networking expand the range and sophistication of potential attacks. UAS controllers and control signals constitute vulnerabilities and points of access for malicious actors. We also explore the use of agent-based modeling techniques to describe threats and help identify robust options for defending against a malicious actor. Agent-based modeling and simulation is a potentially valuable method for understanding drone attacks and can provide meaningful insight for analysts studying how to mitigate potential attacks. Further exploration of these trends in future work could uncover new types of threats and defensive approaches, as well as provide estimates of their expected likelihood and consequences.

**UAS Security and the Department of Homeland Security**

The findings presented here have implications for DHS. We find DHS to be vulnerable to cyberattacks targeted at DHS-operated UAS (i.e., UAS as cyber targets) and to UAS-enabled cyberattacks (i.e., UAS as cyber weapons).

**DHS-Operated UAS as Targets**

Four DHS components have documented historical use of UAS in their day-to-day activities: the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG),3 Customs and Border Protection (CBP),4 the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),5 and the Cybersecurity and Infra-

---


3 U.S. Coast Guard, “Unmanned Aircraft System,” undated.


structure Security Agency (CISA). However, with the exception of USCG, all components plan to invest in commercially available UAS going forward. These technologies will make possible or facilitate critical capabilities for each of these components. However, their introduction also means that CBP, FEMA, CISA, and Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (ICE) assets will be vulnerable to the new types of attacks described in this study. That said, given this study’s findings regarding the high vulnerability of commercial UAS to cyberattack, components’ use of UAS threatens the ability to conduct the following operations at the same time as it provides much-needed new capabilities:

- CBP may lose intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities, creating visual blind spots in detection of smuggling or other nefarious activities at borders and ports. CBP may also choose to employ UAS platforms for other activities in the future; for example, chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and explosives (CBRNE) scanning at ports, where compromised UAS systems could prevent CBP agents from completing their duties, cause significant financial damage by delaying cargo movement while the system is fixed, or even send false “safe” readings of dangerous cargo. Compromised UAS could also create unknowable risk if the CBP operator is unaware of the breach.
- Compromised FEMA UAS may reduce the agency’s capability to identify, reach, or supply individuals in peril or medical distress in disaster zones. This may happen both because the compromised UAS asset is no longer capable of performing as intended, or because the UAS could be used to degrade other aerial operations such as helicopter flights or activity of other UAS. Compromised FEMA UAS may also lead to degraded situational awareness if UAS are used for ISR in disaster zones.
- Compromised CISA UAS would degrade the ability of CISA to conduct critical infrastructure inspections in some cases, and could be used in a cyber physical attack to damage the critical infrastructure it was meant to survey. Compromised UAS could also create unknowable risk if the CISA operator is unaware of the breach.
- Finally, ICE intends to use UAS to reduce risk during raids. Compromised ICE UAS would reduce overall capability, require fallback to less-familiar concepts of operation (CONOPS), and increase risk to the agents in the field. Compromised UAS may even create unknowable risk if the ICE operator is unaware of the breach.

---
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DHS Attacked with UAS as Cyber Weapons
We find that nearly all DHS components and offices could become victims of a drone-led botnet or data exfiltration attack. These offices and components all have physical locations where sensitive data and wireless networks are prevalent, making them targets for these types of attacks. UAS that have loitering capabilities, for example, those that can land and takeoff again after some period of time, allow this type of covert attack, increasing risk to unhardened systems.

As the ubiquity of connected devices grows, the danger of a drone-injected worm or similar attack, as discussed in Chapter 3, also increases. This attack vector need not be limited to DHS networks and connected devices, because DHS employees’ personal devices or home networks could also be access points for nefarious code to gain entry to DHS systems either wirelessly or by an employee connecting an infected device to a DHS laptop.

Recommendations
As a first step in protecting itself from UAS-related cybersecurity attacks or successfully using UAS as cyber assets, DHS can use the approaches outlined in this paper to understand the set of attack vectors and attack surfaces. This is a necessary step, but it is not sufficient for establishing a coherent UAS and cybersecurity plan for cyber defense or offensive cyber operations. Upon gaining a better understanding of the threat space, DHS must continue to work with senior policymakers, cybersecurity experts, and other government and law enforcement agencies to move toward a coherent UAS cyber strategy. This work will involve taking inventory of and categorizing UAS platforms, understanding the possible consequences of, as well as mitigation options for, UAS-related cyberattacks, and staying abreast of new technological developments that could change the threat space. DHS should invest in operating a UAS test range (or ranges) in collaboration with the private sector, national labs, and other government stakeholders such as the FAA. This step would help ensure industry compliance with safety and security protocols, and would promote interagency coordination.

DHS should also prioritize the most critical vulnerabilities and find ways to close attack vectors and protect attack surfaces. To understand mitigation options, DHS will need to monitor technological development in counter-UAS (cUAS) systems and experiment with emerging attack techniques and technologies. A coordinated and updateable system of monitoring and intervention is likely to be required as the innovation cycle of cyberattack and countermeasure ensures that even hardened systems cannot be guaranteed immune to attack.

Finally, DHS will need to monitor UAS adoption and anticipate the implications of widespread UAS diffusion. Capabilities such as autonomous flight and swarming will widen the UAS application space. As UAS are used in a wider range of
activities, the number of legitimate-use UAS that are airborne at any given time will increase. From the perspective of threat mitigation, one of most important tasks in this new UAS-dense environment will be distinguishing licit from illicit activity.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABM</td>
<td>agent-based modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSP</td>
<td>Air Navigation Service Providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATO</td>
<td>air traffic organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>computer-aided design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBP</td>
<td>Customs and Border Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CISA</td>
<td>Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBRNE</td>
<td>chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, explosives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONOPS</td>
<td>concept of operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARPA</td>
<td>Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDOS</td>
<td>distributed denial of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHS</td>
<td>Department of Homeland Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJI</td>
<td>Dà-Jiāng Innovations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOS</td>
<td>denial of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAA</td>
<td>Federal Aviation Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>Federal Communications Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEMA</td>
<td>Federal Emergency Management Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFRDC</td>
<td>federally funded research and development center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Global Positioning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSOAC</td>
<td>Homeland Security Operational Analysis Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMU</td>
<td>inertial measurement units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISR</td>
<td>intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE</td>
<td>Long-Term Evolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANA</td>
<td>Map-Aware Non-Uniform Automata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT</td>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>machine learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS</td>
<td>National Airspace System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFFSet</td>
<td>Offensive Swarm-Enabled Tactics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEO UAS</td>
<td>Program Executive Office for Unmanned Aerial Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>radio frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;T</td>
<td>science and technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SESAR</td>
<td>Single European Sky ATM Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sUAS</td>
<td>small unmanned aerial systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIM</td>
<td>system-wide information management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS</td>
<td>unmanned aerial systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAV</td>
<td>unmanned aerial vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USCG</td>
<td>U.S. Coast Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTM</td>
<td>UAS Traffic Management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Background and Purpose

In a world of constant and rapid technological change, minimizing vulnerabilities is a never-ending race against one’s adversaries—their technology, their devices, their ideas, their modes of operation, their tactics, and their exploitation of technology trends to achieve their political goals. In this report, we examine the cybersecurity implications of one key technological trend: the advancement and proliferation of public-use Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS have become more common, more readily available, and more sophisticated, supporting new capabilities such as increased data collection and autonomous behavior. As a consequence, UAS are reshaping the cybersecurity world in two key ways. Firstly, UAS present a new kind of critical cybersecurity target. Critical law enforcement or data collection missions using UAS could be undermined by cyberattacks on these platforms. Secondly, UAS in the hands of adversaries could present novel avenues for cyberattacks, with UAS themselves serving as “cyber weapons” intended to deliver malicious content or kinetic impacts. For instance, UAS swarms carrying explosives in significant numbers can attack U.S. symbols of political power and through cascading effects take down interdependent systems, like critical elements of the U.S. electric power grid.

It can be difficult to predict how emerging technologies translate into new kinds of cybersecurity threats. To help policymakers better understand how UAS are potentially changing the cybersecurity threat space, this report introduces several approaches for inventorying threats related to UAS as cyber targets or cyber weapons. The approaches enable users to identify and categorize threats related to UAS technology, apply a taxonomy of threats to particular scenarios, and visualize the threat space to understand and communicate effectively the nature of the threats and opportunities for improving UAS-related cybersecurity.

When attempting to assess the risks and rewards related to UAS cybersecurity, decisionmakers must approach the subject from several angles. As mentioned above, UAS can serve as both cybersecurity targets and threats to cybersecurity. Addition-
ally, both allies and adversaries could operate UAS under the influence of these two conditions. Figure 1.1 provides some possible examples of threats that fall into each of these four categories, with purple boxes highlighting Department of Homeland Security (DHS) offensive opportunities and blue marking to indicate defensive situations. To capture all of the scenario types described in Figure 1.1, threat enumeration and categorization must include both “blue team” and “red team” mindsets. A blue-team mindset considers how a UAS might be vulnerable or how a system might be vulnerable to UAS-based cyberattacks. A red-team mindset involves devising ways in which a UAS could be attacked or could attack a system.

How This Report Is Organized

In this report, we outline a set of approaches that, from both a blue team and red team perspective, allow for the enumeration and categorization of cybersecurity threats posed by UAS. These approaches are outlined in Chapter Two. (Our analyses do not produce findings on relative likelihood or priority of threats due to consequence modeling or estimation.) In Chapter Three, we use these approaches as the foundation for

![Figure 1.1 Categorizing UAS-Related Cyber Threats](image-url)
a sample review of UAS cybersecurity literature, and we apply the approaches to specific threat scenarios or vignettes. Applying the proposed approaches to specific cases demonstrates the utility of the frameworks in deconstructing attacks and illustrates the range of currently feasible threats. Chapter Four continues the discussion of UAS and cybersecurity into the future, examining how emerging technological trends in UAS development relate to cybersecurity. Trends considered include: the growing use of autonomous (as opposed to remotely piloted) UAS, the development of UAS traffic management systems, “swarming” or group-based autonomous behaviors, the use of machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) to detect attacks, increasing hardware complexity and potential technologies for attacking these hardware systems, and the potential use of blockchain technologies. We also explore the use of agent-based modeling (ABM) techniques to describe threats and help identify robust options for defending against a malicious actor. ABM and simulation are potentially valuable methods for understanding drone attacks, and can provide meaningful insights for analysts studying how to best mitigate and thwart potential attacks. Further exploration of these trends in future work could uncover new types of threats and defensive approaches, as well as their expected likelihood and consequences. Finally, in Chapter Five, we consider the UAS cybersecurity threat implications from the perspective of DHS. Specifically, we describe the vulnerability of particular DHS components to the threats described in this report and suggest potential means of threat mitigation. Conclusions and recommendations are offered in Chapter Six. The report also includes an appendix that provides a taxonomy of types of attacks.
Technological progress sometimes has unpredictable consequences. Undesirable applications for new technologies, large costs, and issues related to safety, security, or sustainability can dilute the proposed novelty and benefits promised by technological progress. For example, the widespread use of polychlorinated biphenyl as an insulator and coolant in electronics failed to anticipate the toxic and carcinogenic traits of the compound. Cell phones facilitate communication, yet they can be used to trigger the detonation of improvised explosive devices. While futurists may delight in playing out utopian and dystopian scenarios of technological development as thought experiments, finding ways to uncover risks and benefits of new technologies is also a practical necessity for adapting to a constantly changing world. For example, to prevent an attack on a UAS that is performing a critical law enforcement function, officials must anticipate the various means by which a hacker could gain access to a device, its subcomponents, or its associated software. Similarly, to initiate an effective UAS-enabled cyberattack, government operatives must anticipate the likely cyber defensive measures they will encounter. In this chapter, we introduce three approaches to help planners enumerate and understand potential UAS-related cybersecurity threats by taking the perspective of both defenders and perpetrators of UAS-related cyberattacks.

First, we describe the STRIDE threat model taxonomy as part of our approach for categorizing threats and apply it to UAS as cyber targets and cyber weapons.¹ The STRIDE taxonomy facilitates a “blue team,” defensive mindset to help users enumerate possible future threats. STRIDE provides an efficient way of classifying common types of cyber-related threats and encourages practitioners to use this as a framework for brainstorming of potential attack surface vulnerabilities. Attack-surface vulnerabilities are the data-transfer points that cannot sufficiently restrict access or privilege of data access, providing points of access that could be exploited in a cyberattack.²

Second, we present the cybersecurity kill chain as a means for including the “red team,” offensive mindset in threat brainstorming. The cybersecurity kill chain provides a framework within which users can plan possible cyberattacks. Such plans help users take the perspective of the adversary to discover possible attack vectors and weaknesses in the networked communication systems, operating software or applications, and data storage components. Attack vectors are the tools, platforms, connections, or security features that could be introduced or exploited to launch a cyberattack.

Finally, we introduce a novel template for capturing the cybersecurity situation in a particular scenario of interest, integrating the attack surface and attack vector approaches to enable a coherent description of cyber-vulnerabilities and opportunities within that scenario. The template also allows for the visual depiction of the set of attack vectors and attack surfaces. The depiction provides an efficient way of rolling up many technical details in support of high-level analysis to identify common attack surfaces and vectors.

**Enumerating and Categorizing Threats: The STRIDE Taxonomy**

**STRIDE Categories of Threats**

The first step in protecting against cybersecurity attacks is understanding the possible threat space. For “blue” actors who want to protect against cybersecurity attacks to stay ahead of possible adversaries, they must be creative, proactive, and well informed about adversary capabilities. Enumerating the possible types of future attacks requires a diligent review of the threat space enabled by existing and emerging technologies. It can be helpful for such a review to be rooted in an established framework of possible threat types, and filling in this framework using formalized brainstorming methods to help uncover possible threats can also be helpful. One such framework is Adam Shostack’s STRIDE taxonomy for threat modeling, which outlines six areas in which security threats can be classified (and which is outlined in Figure 2.1). Alternatives to STRIDE, such as Gunnar Peterson’s DESIST framework, provide other taxonomies for threat enumeration. While the STRIDE taxonomy was originally developed for use in software development, the six areas it covers are also useful for enumerating threats related to cybersecurity and UAS.

The S in the STRIDE framework stands for spoofing and encompasses the set of threats that violate authentication protocols, enabling an attacker to pretend to be
something or someone that he or she is not. In the case of UAS-related cybersecurity, where drones are a target, spoofing could include claiming to be the authorized recipient machine for drone data.

The T in the STRIDE framework stands for tampering, which involves violating the integrity of a system under attack by making some kind of modification to it. In the case of UAS-related cybersecurity, where drones are used as a cyber weapon, tampering could occur if a drone is used to deliver malware to a target computer using proximity to access an unsecured wireless network. Such malware could potentially infect high-value machinery, such as factory or power plant equipment, or attack such high-impact targets as water systems and power grids.

R stands for repudiation, in which attackers refuse to take responsibility for an action. This threat is the least relevant to the domain of UAS-related cybersecurity. One possible example of repudiation is insider abuse of system controls. For example, a drone operator could claim that he or she did not purposefully crash a device by blaming loss of control on a design flaw of the communication network. Another example, where UAS are cyber weapons, could be to distance the identity of an attacker from the consequence by interfering at a communication node loosely affiliated with the point of damage or disruption. This may include using proximity-based network attacks to alter log files of computers that are managing another system that is the target of the attack.

The I refers to information disclosure and relates to violations of the principle of confidentiality. In information-disclosure attacks, an agent releases information to someone without the proper credentials for receiving it. Information-disclosure threats could include infiltrating a UAS sensor data system to access video, audio, or other
data. An agent could also disclose information and later use repudiation to disavow responsibility for this action.

The D stands for denial of service and refers to denying availability of a resource that is needed for the attacked system to function properly. An example of denial of service is when UAS are targeted, and could involve infecting drone control software to make the devices unresponsive to user inputs.

The last letter of the STRIDE taxonomy, E, refers to elevation of privilege, which involves violating the principle of authorization to perform an action that one is not allowed to do. An example of authorization of privilege is when UAS are targets, and could involve hijacking of a drone by posing as a legitimate controller. When UAS are used as a cyber weapon, they could be used to deliver data, code, or other signals to debilitate or alter the behavior of the system under attack.\textsuperscript{6}

Threat-scenario or vignette development and the STRIDE framework can be combined to support threat brainstorming, model development, testing, and mitigation planning. For the purposes of this report, we focus on STRIDE’s ability to support threat brainstorming. The high-level categorization of threats is limited in value for causal analysis but helps aggregate concerns based on a bad actor’s strategy for seeking vulnerabilities. Brainstorming can, of course, be performed to create possible threat scenarios. More formal approaches include literature reviews, scenario analysis, analysis of process-flow diagrams, and creation of attack trees. Reviews of historical attacks can also highlight potential vulnerabilities, complementing informal brainstorming. In scenario development and analysis, we use examples of possible adversary actions to understand possible threats.

By working through scenarios of potential future attacks, we can uncover system vulnerabilities. Process- or data-flow diagrams depict the flow of information and data through a system, allowing analysts to identify potential access pathways that an attacker could use. In the case of UAS, where UAS could be a target of attack, such a diagram may depict all of the data connections flowing between UAS and any computing devices assisting in control or data collection. For example, this approach would highlight internal data processing within the drone itself, as well as any wired or wireless connections, information transmission, and processing or data storage infrastructure on external devices. See, for example, Figure 2.2. These diagrams depict not only UAS, but also the controller, other computing devices, and key objects in the environment, such as data-emitting sources encountered on patrol, weather data, computing devices, or beacons for location awareness. The template for capturing cybersecurity threats in a particular scenario that is introduced at the end of this chapter uses such process diagrams.

Attack trees are similar to scenario analysis. An attack tree takes a potential adversary goal (such as “intercept camera feed of drone”) and details possible steps that must

\textsuperscript{6} More details on and examples of these threat types can be found in Chapter 3 of Shostack, 2014.
be executed to achieve this goal, thus creating a description of a possible attack scenario or vignette. For this hypothetical approach, such steps may include gaining physical access to a computer receiving the data download, intercepting data transmissions in midair, or cracking the password of an online portal that contains the desired data.

After applying some or all of the approaches described above, analysts could populate the STRIDE framework (or a similar one) with the set of threat scenarios to be considered when making cybersecurity decisions. This defensive blue team approach identifies the attack surfaces that adversaries could exploit, and it starts identifying potential loopholes that may need to be closed or mitigated to strengthen cybersecurity of a UAS-related system.
Discovering Threats in a Scenario: The Cybersecurity Kill Chain

Within a given attack scenario, great diversity exists in how a drone may be found to be vulnerable. Forcing a decisionmaker to take the perspective of an adversary (i.e., to play the red team), may help identify threats that were not uncovered by the “blue perspective” STRIDE framework method described in the last section. Supporting this red team approach, the cybersecurity kill chain enables a user to identify when and how a particular system is vulnerable within a scenario. This could enable the design of an informed defense against a specific threat. For example, such an approach could identify a weak link in a long chain of communications, such as failure to secure a wireless signal at an employee’s home, rather than focusing efforts on further strengthening encryption at the central data warehouse.

The cybersecurity kill chain identifies seven stages—reconnaissance, weaponization, delivery, exploitation, installation, command and control, and actions—of a cyberattack. The chain, depicted in Figure 2.3, represents an ordered sequence in which each stage represents an action taken by an adversary. Critically, each stage also presents an opportunity for attack detection. As the stages are sequential, early detection is associated with less-disruptive consequences and less-costly fixes. Because the appropriate defensive action depends on where in the chain a given action is located, specifying where the drone sits on the cybersecurity kill chain facilitates the adoption of effective security measures.

In many attack scenarios involving UAS, the purpose of initiating the cybersecurity kill chain is to take an action against the drone itself. Such attacks seek to gain control over a drone or its subsystems to, *inter alia*, capture or alter its data, change its course, or destroy the device. Within such attacks, the drone plays a role in every segment of the cybersecurity kill chain. We call this variant of UAS-enabled cyberattacks “UAS as target.”

In other UAS-enabled attacks, aggressors exploit the unique characteristics of UAS as a means to attack a different (non-UAS) target. In such cases, the drone is used in at least one intermediate link of the cybersecurity kill chain to take action on some other target, or in the final link to facilitate the action. While such attacks may exploit the same security vulnerabilities that are used to target UAS directly, the UAS is used as means to an end in the latter category of attack. We refer to such attacks as “UAS as vector.” The utility of the “UAS as target” versus “UAS as vector” distinction is that
Understanding the UAS Threat Space

Different attack types are associated with different defense postures. In the conclusion of this report, we briefly elaborate on appropriate defense approaches to each attack variant.

Visualizing Threats: The UAS Cybersecurity Diagram Template

Using both blue- and red-perspective approaches to enumerate possible vulnerabilities can reveal a complex and intimidating threat space. In this section, we introduce a novel UAS cybersecurity diagram template intended to portray the threat space in an easy-to-understand way. Applications of the diagram template help to clarify where and how hacks are likely to pose a threat by providing a visual way to capture where a system may be vulnerable to attack (attack surfaces) and how an attack can access the system (attack vectors). The visual depictions can also help communicate likely types of threats effectively for a broad range of audiences. The template captures attack surfaces and attack vectors separately, resulting in two complementary illustrations. In the next chapter, we apply this template to several vignettes and provide concrete examples of its application.

Attack-Surface Illustration

The attack-surface illustration template includes three core nodes that define the boundaries for communications, as shown in Figure 2.4. These nodes are the human operator, the drone itself, and the drone environment, meaning that communication channels exist between the human operator and the drone as well as between the drone and the environment. Additional detail can be captured by creating a node for the human’s environment when a UAS application involves operation beyond line of sight.

The communication channel between the human operator and the drone handles operation and control of the drone. The first link in this system is a person, who can be viewed as the primary operator of the drone, but the transmission of human commands to the drone may be delivered across a variety of computing devices (e.g., charg-
Figure 2.5
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ing base with flight schedule instructions, cloud-based server for in-flight commands, physical controller, cell phone, laptop, tablet), all of which can be highlighted in the image template to point out potential attack surfaces. The left-hand side of Figure 2.5 provides some examples of additional nodes, such as navigation software or controllers, that could be added to the image template to show possible points of attack.

The communication channel between the drone and its operational environment is focused less on communications needed for UAS control and more on information gathered from the operational environment. The collection of sensory information by the drone can involve a variety of sources, such as those shown on the right-hand side of Figure 2.5, to pick up a variety of environmental factors such as GPS signal, altitude information, and visual or other sensor data. The template can be annotated with these nodes.

**Attack-Vector Illustration**

In conjunction with the attack-surface illustration template, we present a template for illustrating the vectors that could be used in a cyberattack (Figure 2.6). The attack-vector illustration answers the following five questions about the attack being illustrated:

1. What was the bug (cyber weapon)?
2. How did it get there (attack vector)?
3. Where did it get in (system access point or attack surface)?
4. What failed (security vulnerability or candidate for mitigation)?
5. What happened (consequence)?

To be able to depict attack vectors visually across the UAS and cybersecurity threat space, the attack-vector template is intended to isolate three sequential segments of the cybersecurity kill chain (see Figure 2.3) that align with three key phases of a full-scale cyberattack. In the first type of sequence, we show the process of planning or infiltration by detailing activities associated with Reconnaissance and Weaponiza-
tion. The template focuses on the act of intelligence-gathering and formulation of the cyberattack. The next type of sequence concerns the process of modifying the system through activities of delivery, exploitation, and installation. In this sequence of illustration, the delivery of a weapon and violation of privilege identification are shown with the result of altering network or functional settings. Lastly, a sequence regarding the hijacking of UAS operations presents activities associated with command and control and actions. This segment accounts for the threat conditions regarding damages, harms, degradation, disruption, and denial involving UAS applications and operations.

Integrating the visualization templates developed above for attack surfaces and attack vectors, we can use a “split-screen” approach to provide a complete visual representation of a cyberattack related to UAS. An example of such an image is shown in Figure 2.7, and this method is used to illustrate the vignettes included in Chapter Three.

The methods introduced in this chapter provide a means for enumerating, assessing, and depicting UAS-related cybersecurity threats. Together, these methods offer both an ally and adversary perspective for the identification of threats, as well as a visual method for understanding attack vectors and surfaces. In the next chapter, these methods are applied to specific cyber-vulnerability vignettes to demonstrate the usefulness of these methods and provide an understanding of the vignettes themselves.
CHAPTER THREE

The UAS and Cybersecurity Threat Space Today

Vulnerabilities of commercially available UAS as well as cybersecurity attacks that use UAS are well documented in the academic literature, popular media, and nontraditional media sources such as social media and blogs. In this chapter, we survey these sources to describe the current UAS and cybersecurity threat space. This chapter first considers the array of plausible threats by surveying the literature on documented UAS exploits. By surveying and coding (e.g., method, target, actor) the existing literature on the topic, we are able to create an inventory of attack types and make preliminary judgments regarding their relative prevalence. However, while the variety and sheer number of documented exploits provide clear evidence of the overall cyber vulnerability of UAS, deriving operationally relevant information from these data requires the application of a conceptual framework. Therefore, following a description of the threat space, we apply the approaches described in Chapter Two to four selected cases of UAS-related cybersecurity exploits to illustrate how policymakers can make the leap from simply inventorying threats to developing plans for cyber defense.

The Extent of UAS Cyber Vulnerabilities

Sander Walters has compiled a list of 26 instances of documented UAS exploitation. Careful scrutiny of the method of attack, the target drone, and the individuals responsible for the exploit reveals a large aggregated attack surface, a wide range of sophistication in terms of the particular UAS that was exploited, and a low threshold in terms of the required computational competence of the adversary. In regard to the overall attack surface, examining the documented exploits reveals many distinct vulnerabilities spread across all of the primary UAS subsystems. For example, successful exploits targeted poor passphrase security, known default settings, and unprotected ad-hoc networks. In term of subsystems, vulnerabilities were exploited in the UAS themselves as
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well as their receivers, optical sensors, controllers, navigation apps, and all of the communications links connecting these subsystems.

In regard to the required technological skill of the adversary, we found that most UAS-enabled exploits do not require a high degree of sophistication. One exploit took control of a UAS using a Raspberry Pi: a rudimentary and inexpensive ($35) computer intended to teach basic computer competency. The fact that the means to conduct a UAS exploit are publicly available lowers the threshold for adversary competence. In many cases, the individuals responsible for the attack document their methodology on websites such as YouTube or personal blogs. Indeed, in many cases, the code used in the exploit is posted to such searchable code repositories as GitHub.

Nor are these exploits limited to early-generation or low-end UAS. Documented exploits have targeted the DJI Phantom 4, valued at $1,500; the DJI Inspire, valued between $2,000 and $3,000; and the Yuneec Tornado, valued at $3,000. Similarly, high-grade controllers such as the FrSky ACCST and the DJI Naza-M controller have been successfully exploited. One IT security consultant even hijacked a professional-grade Aerialtronics Altura Zenith UAV, valued between $25,000 and $35,000, that is used in law enforcement.

Additional evidence regarding the vulnerability of UAS is found in a series of sophisticated demonstrations undertaken by university-based researchers. For example, research by Junia Valente, a PhD Candidate at the University of Texas at Dallas, led the U.S. Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT) in 2017 to issue a Vulnerability Note on a family of quadcopters that Valente demonstrated could be anonymously hijacked through their local FTP network. In fact, university-based researchers have demonstrated the vulnerability of commercially available UAS to a wide range of attacks, including internet-facing botnet attacks, ad-hoc network attacks, data collection and probing, UAS location detection and tracking, and UAS hijacking or take-

---

2 Walters, 2016.
7 Reed et al., 2011.
down,\(^9\) media capture,\(^{10}\) and the modification of software to allow UAS entry of FCC-prohibited airspace.\(^{11}\)

To understand the types of threats that are prevalent in the literature, we aggregate citations of historical or possible future attacks across a variety of sources and categorize them based on attack type, UAS role (as target or as cyber weapon), and access points (attack surface, attack vector, and type of bug or weapon used). A complete table to categorize attacks is provided in Appendix A. Overall we find, through the STRIDE taxonomy, that most of the cyberattacks documented across different types of sources use either denial-of-service or spoofing attacks to hijack active UAS. These attacks target UAS open networks, such as WiFi or RC connections, and use radio frequencies to overpower the original owner’s signal. Attackers then seek to replace the displaced signal with their own, delivering new instructions to the drone. In the majority of examples from the literature, UAS are the targets of cyberattacks, with UAS rarely used as cyber weapons. In the cases where UAS are used as cyber weapons, they are generally modified to include a network or radio frequency scanner, which is the true offensive cyber weapon used in the attack. Figure 3.1 provides a breakdown of the frequency of different attack types, UAS role, and attack surfaces exhibited by the examples outlined in Appendix A.

Vulnerabilities in public-use UAS are ubiquitous. In the next section, we review the literature of documented UAS exploits across sources. Since merely documenting this fact does little to suggest appropriate cyber-defense strategies, we follow this literature review with a more detailed survey of four particular vignettes. In these vignettes, we apply the approaches described in Chapter Two to move toward operationally relevant insight into how to defend against the cyber UAS threat.

**Vignettes of Selected UAS Cyberattacks**

The vignettes that follow describe in greater detail four of the most sophisticated demonstration attacks on commercially available UAS. The first two describe instances where UAS have been targeted directly. The second two vignettes describe cases in which researchers have used a drone to gain proximity to a target, gather data, and then deliver malware through the drone’s ad-hoc network. For each case, we point out how the STRIDE taxonomy along with the cybersecurity kill chain afford analytical
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\(^9\) Kerns et al., 2014; Trujano et al., 2016; Valente and Cardenas, 2017.

\(^{10}\) Kerns et al., 2014; Trujano et al., 2016; Valente and Cardenas, 2017.

\(^{11}\) Trujano et al., 2016.
leverage to the task of understanding the exploit. In particular, the STRIDE framework is useful in classifying the attack methodology, and the cybersecurity kill chain allows for the segmentation of the attack into discrete defensible stages.

**UAS as Targets One: Hijacking a Drone Remotely**

**Event Summary**

“We were able to access and delete files at the root while the drone was midflight. If an attacker were to delete the entire file system the drone would most likely crash.”

**Description of Attack**

Four researchers from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) spent a month identifying and exploiting security vulnerabilities on a popular drone (the DJI Phantom 3 Standard). The researchers used network-mapping tools to capture outgoing packets from the drone’s three major subsystems: the drone, its camera, and its controller. Once each subsystem was identified, researchers gained root access by exploiting poor device password security. Root access to the drone’s file system allows for the modification of system files, which, in turn, allows an attacker to modify flight paths

---
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**Figure 3.1**

**Breakdown of Prevalence of Selected Cyberattack Characteristics in Literature**
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12 Trujano et al., 2016, p. 6.
or crash the device. Root access to the camera would allow attackers to access, delete, or add images or video. Finally, the researchers identified a vulnerability in the drone’s Android app that would allow an attacker to bypass software-imposed restrictions on entering Federal Communications Commission (FCC)-prohibited airspace.

**Breaking Down the Threat**

The STRIDE framework is useful in classifying the types of threats illustrated by this case. Researchers were able to gain root access to all of the drone’s major systems with relative ease (elevation of privilege). Root access allowed for the modification of system files (tampering). Researchers gained access to the drone’s WiFi network and file system through the use of publicly known default passwords (information disclosure).

Applying the cybersecurity kill chain to the attack indicates that the attack could have been prevented by preventing the reconnaissance stage of the chain. The majority of public-use UAS create ad-hoc networks to link the device with their controllers. The attack in question demonstrates the continued vulnerability of these networks to the application of network mapping and discovery tools (i.e., their vulnerability to reconnaissance).

Figure 3.2 provides the attack surface and attack vector visualization as described in Chapter Two for this vignette.
UAS as Target Two: GPS Spoofing

Event Summary
“A field test showed that a destructive GPS spoofing attack against a rotorcraft UAS is both technically and operationally feasible.”13

Description of Attack
Four researchers at the University of Texas at Austin proposed and implemented a method to gain control over a public-use drone by the transmission of a deceptive GPS signal (i.e., GPS spoofing). In the proposed attack, a spoofing device first receives legitimate signals from GPS satellites. The spoofer then generates a series of counterfeit signals that force the drone receiver to transmit phantom position and velocity signals. Once the spoofer has exerted control over the device, the spoofer can manipulate the drone’s flight path or crash the vehicle entirely.

Breaking Down the Threat
Within the STRIDE framework, this attack constitutes a spoofing attack. To navigate reliably, UAS typically combine information from an internal inertial measurement units (IMU) and GPS satellites. Civil GPS signals are characterized by few security measures. Gaining control of the GPS information received by a drone allows the manipulation of the drone estimates of position and velocity. Manipulation of these estimates enables an attacker to hijack or crash the target drone. GPS spoofing can be undertaken covertly and from considerable distance.

Applying the cybersecurity kill chain framework provides insight about how the attack could have been prevented. In this case, weaponization (i.e., the configuration and acquisition of a spoofing device) is almost undetectable to the victim. In contrast, the delivery stage (when the UAS accepted the counterfeit signals) could have been prevented by anti-spoofing defense measures such as distortion detection and direction-of-arrival sensing. The presence of these mitigation features would support a sustained feedback loop to the human operator to apply alternative control strategies or features until the primary control strategy could be restored with confidence.

Figure 3.3 provides the attack surface and attack vector visualization as described in Chapter Two for this vignette.

UAS as Vector One: A Drone Botmaster

**Event Summary**

“[T]ake advantage of poorly configured wireless network security, and poor trust configurations on mobile devices, to join networks and access devices locally using a mobile attack drone[.]”\(^{14}\)

**Description of Attack**

Three researchers from Stevens Institute of Technology propose a method to use one drone first to build and then control a hidden internet-facing botnet. In the proposed attack, an enhanced drone makes three flights over an urban area. During the first flight, the drone surveys and collects information on the WiFi networks within the area of attack. The second flight is used to access vulnerable networks. During the final trip, the drone joins the compromised networks and enlists local hosts into a botnet.

**Breaking Down the Threat**

Within the STRIDE framework, the attack in question constitutes a DOS threat. A botnet refers to a network of malware-compromised devices that can be used to attack network-connected devices. Botnets represent a major cybersecurity risk. They can be used to execute distributed-denial-of-service (DDOS) attacks, steal data, and

\(^{14}\) Reed et al., 2011, p. 2.
hijack devices. Botnets are controlled by a botmaster. In the proposed attack, the use of drones allows for control of a botnet in a way that hides the botmaster. Thus, the primary threat implied in the proposed attack methodology is the potential to use commercially available drones to anonymously initiate cyberattacks via botnets.

Applying the cybersecurity kill chain framework to this case is useful for determining the role of the drone in the larger attack. Figure 3.4 depicts where the drone sits on the cybersecurity kill chain for this particular attack.

The figure demonstrates that the role of the UAS is instrumental; it is used to gain proximity and surveil local networks (reconnaissance), deliver malware (delivery), and anonymously control a botnet. Figure 3.5 provides the attack-surface and attack-vector visualization, as described in Chapter Two, for this vignette.

Figure 3.4
UAS and the Cybersecurity Kill Chain—“UAS as Vector” Exploit (A Drone Botmaster)
UAS as Vector Two: A Drone-Injected Worm

Event Summary
“We show that without giving it much thought, we are going to populate our homes, offices, and neighborhoods with a dense network of billions of tiny transmitters and receivers that have ad-hoc networking capabilities[.]”15

“By using this new communication medium to spread infectious malware from one IoT device to all its physically adjacent neighbors, hackers can rapidly cause city-wide disruptions which are very difficult to stop and to investigate[.]”16

Description of Attack
Four university researchers based in Israel and Canada used a DJI drone to inject a worm and take control of smart lightbulbs in an office building in Be’er Sheva, Israel. The attack exploited a security flaw in the Zigbee communications protocol that is used to connect the bulbs. The researchers used the drone to arrive sufficiently close to the bulbs to issue a factory reset command. The drone’s software then updated the devices’ firmware, took control of the bulbs, and made them blink “SOS” in Morse code.

**Breaking Down the Threat**

Within the STRIDE framework, the attack constitutes a case of tampering, as the attack injected malicious code that modified the software of the smart lightbulbs, allowing them to be controlled remotely by the researchers.

Again, applying the cybersecurity kill chain framework to the attack reveals the stages during which the drone was used in the attack. In this case, the drone was used during the delivery and the command and control stage of the cybersecurity kill chain. More generally, it appears that in cases in which UAS are used as attack vectors, the drone enters the cybersecurity kill chain to exploit the particular advantages afforded by UAS (typically the ability to get close to a target or to create and access insecure networks). Executing the delivery stage of the cybersecurity kill chain via the Zigbee communications protocol is particularly noteworthy. The Zigbee protocol is a common communication protocol for Internet of Things (IoT) devices. While the attack in question was merely meant to indicate the presence of a security flaw and was thus benign, the attack methodology could be used to disable connected devices permanently or to initiate a DDOS attack. Further, by using the Zigbee wireless communication to spread the worm, the attack avoids the security measures and traffic monitoring associated with internet communication.

Figure 3.6 provides the attack-surface and attack-vector visualization, as described in Chapter Two, for this vignette.
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**Figure 3.6**

**Attack by Drone to Overcome Proximity-Based Control of Smart Lightbulbs**
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In this chapter, we explored the current literature on UAS and cybersecurity both at a high level and by applying the frameworks from Chapter Two to specific vignettes. Both approaches provide a starting point for enumerating possible threats and targets in a more specific context. In the next chapter, we explore how specific technological trends may change this threat space in the future.
The pace of technological change in UAS technology exacerbates the cyber threat posed by UAS. In 2017, 7,356 patents were filed for UAS-related innovations. Of this total, 5,696 (77 percent) were assigned to Chinese organizations. When technology changes at such a clip, cybersecurity professionals are often left playing catch-up. Given concerns about the security of Chinese-manufactured UAS, the apparent dominance of Chinese firms in this sector should give U.S.-based cybersecurity professionals pause. Although patent activity is an imperfect proxy for technological innovation, large shifts in global patent production are useful in identifying national science and technology (S&T) priorities and secular trends in the distribution of innovation for a given technological domain.

Besides the overall rate of UAS-related technological innovation, emerging industry trends may intensify threats described in earlier chapters of this report. The trends that advance the capabilities of UAS can modulate the perceived benefit by exposing users and bystanders to risks of unauthorized elevation of privilege or violation of information assurance, which were further detailed by the STRIDE framework. At the same time, these trends have the potential to mitigate the threat. For example, as UAS are equipped with additional autonomous flight capabilities and human operators become less common, the chances of aberrant system behavior going unnoticed may increase, particularly if automated detection systems are not deployed. On the other hand, automated tools could be used to identify and respond to attacks. Other technological trends relevant to the overall cyber threat of UAS include the growing sophistication and use of autonomous flight capabilities, UAS traffic management systems, “swarming,” the use of ML and AI to detect cyber intrusions, and the use of blockchain technologies to log data and ensure secure communications. The section that follows first examines the overall pace of technological change in UAS technology, and then examines the particular emerging trends mentioned above.

Technological Innovation and UAS

Patents are a common proxy for technological innovation. A patent is a property right on an innovation that gives its owner the exclusive right to use, transfer, or contract for the underlying innovation. To attain a patent, an applicant must demonstrate to a patent examiner with subject matter expertise in the relevant technological domain that the underlying innovation is nonobvious, novel, and useful. This condition assures that the innovations underlying patents refer to improvements from the status quo. This is not to say that all patents protect equally important inventions, or even that trivial innovations are not sometimes patented. However, for the most part, patents are a useful means of measuring rates of technological change especially when used in large aggregates such as they are here.

Figure 4.1 shows the annual number of UAS patents, as well as the cumulative output. The annual levels illustrate the rapid growth rate of UAS patenting over time. Since the first UAS-related patent was granted in 1981, 19,333 patents have been granted for technologies related to UAS.\(^2\) The time trends illustrated in Figure 4.1 indicate that UAS patenting is currently growing at an exponential rate. From 2015
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\(^2\) Results of the following query of the Derwent Innovations Index (Clarivate Analytics, 2019): “TS=(UAV AND unmanned) OR TS=(UAS AND unmanned) OR TS=("unmanned aerial") OR TS=(drone AND unmanned).”
to 2016, the rate of patent growth was 76 percent. From 2016 to 2017, UAS patenting
grew at a rate of 130 percent.

The cumulative curve is useful in assessing where UAS innovation presently sits
along a technology innovation S-curve. Rogers (2003) finds that technology adoption
typically follows a predictable pattern. Specifically, rates of innovation typically follow
a bell-shaped curve. Plotting cumulative adoption or cumulative innovation over time
results in an S-shaped or logistic curve. Figure 4.2 provides a standard S-curve. While
technological forecasting is beyond the scope of this research, combining Rogers’
insight with the observation that UAS patenting is in the exponential portion of its
S-curve suggests that UAS patenting will likely continue to be high in the near term.

A closer look at the sources of this growth suggests that recent growth has been
driven largely by patenting by Chinese organizations. Figure 4.3 depicts annual patent
output for organizations from the United States, China, and the rest of the world.
From 2007 to 2017, China’s average annual rate of patent growth was 191 percent.
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The average growth rate for the United States and the rest of the world was 30 percent and 40 percent, respectively. Considering the organizations responsible for UAS patenting is also illustrative. Table 4.1 lists the top UAS patenting organizations. The table indicates that Chinese and U.S. organizations are responsible for the lion’s share of UAS innovation. It is interesting to note that U.S. innovation in UAS is predominantly driven by firms, while Chinese UAS innovation is more evenly divided between the private sector, universities, government labs, and state-owned enterprises.

### Emerging UAS Industry Trends

A number of industry trends have important implications for the cyber implications of UAS. These trends include autonomous flight capabilities, UAS traffic management, swarming, the use of AI to detect cyberattacks on UAS, increased hardware complex-
### Table 4.1
Top UAS Patenting Organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>UAS Patents</th>
<th>Country of Origin</th>
<th>Organization Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DJI</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Grid Corporation China</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Firm (state-owned)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ewatt Technology</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raytheon</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeywell</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Beihang</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangdong Rongqi Intelligent Technology</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockheed Martin Corporation</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avic Xian Aircraft Design and Research Institute</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haoxiang Electrical Energy</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Power Grid Company Limited</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Firm (state-owned)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shenzhen Autel Intelligent Aviation Tech.</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Nanjing Aeronautics &amp; Astronautics</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea Aerospace Research Institute</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shenzhen AEE Aviation Technology Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern Polytechnical University</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou Xaircraft Technology Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualcomm</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhu Yuanyi Aviation Technology Co Ltd</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Navy</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero UAV Beijing Intelligence Technology</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAE Systems</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geer Technology Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prodrone Craft Technology Shenzhen Co.</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Electro-Mechanics Co.</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerovironment, Inc.</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Academy of Aerospace Aerodynamics</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Clarivate Analytics, 2019.
ity and supply chains, and blockchain for UAS. Below we describe these trends and highlight some of the concerns held by industry experts related to the future of UAS and cybersecurity.

**Autonomous Flight Capabilities**

A typical drone requires a remote pilot to control the throttle, heading, pitch, yaw, and roll of the aircraft. The pilot may also decide when and how to control onboard equipment such as a camera. However, UAS manufacturers have developed and are continuing to develop aircraft capable of autonomous operations. Autonomous operations are defined here as those operations in which a UAS flies a trajectory that was not continuously governed by a human pilot, with an AI system having substantial planning authority and adapting to circumstances encountered during flight. This capability includes adaptively responding to unexpected situations (i.e., context-based navigation or activity-based positioning), in contrast to an automated drone that may control its subsystems according to predefined rules. As an example of a product demonstrating autonomous flight capabilities, Skydio currently markets a “self-flying camera” drone capable of following (and recording) a user while sensing and avoiding obstacles. Various other firms have introduced drones that can sense and avoid obstacles, easily comes apart based on magnetic coupling, and employs caged rotors. These capabilities have enabled it to be the only small drone to be certified by the Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) to fly over crowds. Currently, several high-profile news organizations use this drone.

Other firms have increased UAS autonomy in other ways. For example, the “return home” feature, whereby a drone autonomously returns to its operator when the feature is activated, has become ubiquitous. Similarly, GPS-enabled waypoint navigation is standard on popular UAS platforms, including the DJI Phantom, Inspire, and Mavic. Airobotics sells “automated industrial drones,” advertising the fact that there is “no pilot required.”

Recently, researchers have made progress in miniaturizing the technologies required for autonomous UAS operations, as well as in refining the technologies to allow for high-speed autonomous flight. One consulting firm estimates that half of all commercial UAS flights will be autonomous by 2022. The utility of autono-
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mous UAS has been noted by the U.S. military. One U.S. Air Force report notes that autonomous systems, unlike automated systems, enable a drone to be “goal-oriented in unpredictable environments and situations,” and thus such systems offer clear benefits during military missions.\textsuperscript{11}

It will likely be more difficult to detect and respond to cyberattacks involving UAS with autonomous flight capabilities. It is more likely that no human operator will be monitoring an individual drone at any given time, making it less likely that unusual or unauthorized system behavior will be noted. In addition, the planning done by autonomous systems will not necessarily be understandable or interpretable to humans. For example, research on the miniaturization of autonomy-enabling technologies are based on a “lightweight residual convolutional neural network architecture” known as DroNet.\textsuperscript{12} These technologies process images in real time, starting with raw image data and then iteratively applying multiple convolutional filters and reducing the dimensionality of the results (e.g., by replacing data with the local maximums observed in different regions of the data). After the above steps are repeated several times, a conventional (“fully connected”) neural network is typically used to process the results and to ultimately arrive at applications such as the detection of objects. It is difficult and time-consuming for a human to track such a system and to understand why, for example, a system failed to see an obstacle before crashing into that obstacle. This makes it difficult to separate anomalous and possibly malicious behavior from benign behavior. This also raises the possibility of targeted attacks that “trick” autonomous systems into behaving in unexpected ways.

\textbf{UAS Traffic Management (UTM)}

Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) provide air traffic control and management services to pilots of conventional manned aircraft and air carriers. These organizations ensure that stakeholders adhere to established policies and procedures, ensuring safe and efficient operations. They maintain and provide others with situational awareness, at both a tactical and strategic level, of air transportation system resources and relevant information such as weather forecast data. Traffic controllers may request that pilots follow certain routes and change course as issues arise, ensuring that aircraft never get closer than a few nautical miles to one another or to obstacles. Traffic controllers manage access to shared resources such as airport taxiways and runways, avoiding inequitable outcomes.

The FAA Air Traffic Organization (ATO) acts as the ANSP in the United States and in adjacent areas above the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. In particular, the FAA


\textsuperscript{12} Greig, 2018.
ATO actively monitors and manages air traffic in “controlled airspace,” including airspace near relatively busy airports and at higher altitudes. For operators to use UAS in controlled airspace, coordination with ANSPs is essential. For operators to fly a drone in uncontrolled airspace where there may be another drone, helicopter, or other air traffic, some form of air traffic control and management will also be necessary. It may not be optimal, or even feasible, to employ a similar approach to manage UAS traffic, as current air traffic control and management is used to manage conventional aircraft in controlled airspace. However, it is clear that some form of UAS traffic management is necessary.

Relevant systems, often labeled UTM systems, are under development now. For example, the Thales ECOsystem UTM promises “automated flight authorizations as well as real-time alerting and intervention in emergency situations.” The AirMap UTM platform includes “2-way communication capabilities between airspace managers and drone operators.” These and other systems are being developed by private firms collaborating with UAS manufacturers and with government officials. In particular, high-profile government agency efforts are seeking to “integrate” UAS and conventional aircraft traffic. These efforts often enlist private firms to help establish and then realize visions for the management of UAS traffic. The Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) U-space project aims to support UAS “e-registration, e-identification and geofencing” in the near-term, before later turning to UAS “flight planning, flight approval, tracking, and interfacing with conventional air traffic control.” In the United States, an effort led by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) simply called UTM seeks to develop technologies that support airspace design, corridors, dynamic geofencing, severe weather and wind avoidance, congestion management, terrain avoidance, route planning and re-routing, separation management, sequencing and spacing, and contingency management.

Note the similarity between the tasks performed by the UTM system in the NASA effort and the tasks performed by ANSPs for conventional air traffic in controlled airspace.
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In NASA’s vision of UTM, UAS operators send data and requests for authorization to service suppliers. These service suppliers send UAS operators notifications and information that enables the operators to improve their situational awareness. The service suppliers are not the UTM; the service suppliers communicate with the UTM, which fulfills the “Regulator/ANSP function.”\textsuperscript{18} The service suppliers also communicate with other parties, for example, to obtain aviation weather data. Figure 4.4 illustrates the communications necessary to support this vision of UTM.\textsuperscript{19}

Note that the use of UTM systems creates new communications channels that could be exploited. These new channels provide new ways to access multiple UAS, multiple UAS operators, and ANSPs. UTM systems and service suppliers will necessarily collect data from multiple UAS and from multiple UAS operators. This collection makes UTM systems and associated networks potential targets for cyberattacks. Also note that UTM systems and service suppliers are likely to become essential to the

\textbf{Figure 4.4}

\textit{Communications Related to UTM}
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\textbf{SOURCE:} Kopardekar et al., 2016, Federal Aviation Administration, 2018. NAS = National Airspace System; SWIM = system-wide information management.

\textbf{NOTE:} Orange is regulator/ANSP function; green is UAS Operator function; blue is other stakeholders.
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safe and efficient use of airspace. This role also highlights the need to protect them from cyberattacks.

UTM system developers are currently using the same wireless communications technologies and infrastructure being used and provided by mobile phone carriers. For example, in a recent demonstration, Qualcomm used the Long-Term Evolution (LTE) network communications standard to connect a drone with a UTM system. While Qualcomm believes LTE can support some UAS use, it is promoting the wider use of 5G advanced mobile communications technologies, which it sees as necessary for “wide scale deployments of mission-critical drone use cases.” Qualcomm lists “strong security” as one selling point of 5G.

Swarming
UAS swarming involves coordinating the operation of multiple UAS to accomplish a particularly large-scale or complex mission. Swarms are composed of multiple aircraft or (relatively few) groups of homogenous aircraft, and may be managed centrally or by a decentralized control algorithm. Generally speaking, swarms often rely on an individual small Unmanned Aerial System (sUAS) having autonomous flight capabilities and use imaging and sensors to acquire information within an environment. The swarms can act on that information to maneuver and use communications technology to receive and transmit information. Swarms also produce collective functional abilities and may exhibit unplanned solutions that would not be obvious based on the characteristics of any single drone.

The most ambitious swarm exercise to date was the U.S. Service Academies Challenge in April 2017, run by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) OFFSet (Offensive Swarm-Enabled Tactics) program, which pitted the U.S. Military Academy, U.S. Air Force Academy, and U.S. Naval Academy against one another in the skies over Camp Roberts, an Army National Guard post north of Paso Robles, California. Each academy demonstrated the offensive and defensive tactics they had developed over the course of the school year.

Two teams at a time played inside the Battle Cube, a cubic airspace 500 meters on a side, 78 meters high. Each team was given 20 fixed-wing UAS and 20 quad-rotor UAS and, under the rules of play, could field a mixed fleet of up to 25 UAS for each of two 30-minute battle rounds. Each team had to protect its “flag” (a large, inflatable ground target) while trying to score the most points before time ran out. The benefits of swarming, as shown in this exercise, include improved performance on tasks that
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can run in parallel, the ability to perform multiple actions simultaneously in different locations, and increased fault tolerance. Drawbacks include the potential for individual aircraft in a swarm to interfere with one another, uncertainty regarding what other aircraft are doing, and the overall cost of deploying and managing the swarm. UAS swarms are also often composed of aircraft that have limited capabilities on their own; for example, the capability to recognize or counteract malicious instructions. Communications pose a particular challenge and will be discussed later in this section of this report.

DARPA is currently running another program, named Gremlins, that is investigating the launch of sUAS swarms from conventional aircraft, as well as the above-mentioned OFFSET program, whose ultimate goal is equipping infantry forces with 250 or more sUAS. The Russian military has claimed that its base in Syria was attacked by a sUAS swarm. A U.S. Air Force technical report notes that swarming offers advantages, for example “the ability to triangulate targets when seen from three or more vantage points.”

An extensive academic literature now exists on swarming, particularly on the control architectures and algorithms required for swarming. For example, one article proposes “a decentralized approach based upon information-theory and distributed data fusion which enable the scale up to large numbers of collaborating Small Unmanned Aerial Systems (sUAS) platforms.” Other research efforts draw inspiration from flocks of birds and schools of fish. The authors note that geolocating a target is easier and faster when considering sensor readings from multiple sUAS.

Swarming requires autonomous flight capabilities, raising concerns related to cybersecurity that were mentioned earlier in this chapter. Swarming also requires some form of management over the swarm. A centralized management authority would be a reasonable target for a cyberattack because access to or control over the authority would grant an attacker with data on or control over hundreds of aircraft at once. Even decentralized management schemes rely on extensive communications that could be attacked to help a malicious actor understand or alter operations. For example, note
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the many links between the authors’ proposed “Decentralized Asset Manager” and other assets in Figure 4.5. As Higgins, Tomlinson, and Martin (2009) note, “Swarm robots can interact either explicitly, or implicitly,” but, either way, “any open implicit or explicit communication method can be jammed, intercepted or otherwise disturbed relatively easily by an attacker.”

Technologies that support the communications necessary for swarming include radio frequency (RF) and LTE technologies. There are known cyber issues associated with these technologies. For example, LTE uses “commodity hardware and software”

Figure 4.5
Decentralized Asset Manager for Swarming

that have known vulnerabilities. Jamming remains an “unaddressed threat” capable of preventing successful transmission of RF and LTE-enabled signals. Software-defined radio would help mitigate vulnerabilities by facilitating dynamic sensing and adaption to the RF environment. Multiaperture techniques provide further options to leverage spatial diversity and coherence to steer transmissions toward the intended receivers and make null sources of interference. To improve RF propagation, distributed coherence and multi antenna techniques can be used to maintain awareness of the RF environment.

Examining the corpus of journal articles on UAS swarming en masse reveals two additional insights. First, scientific research into UAS swarming has accelerated in recent years and appears to be on an exponential growth trajectory. Second, as was observed in the case of overall UAS patenting, the scientific literature on UAS swarming is increasingly dominated by Chinese organizations.

Figure 4.6 depicts the annual world output of scientific research in the field of UAS swarming. Since the first journal article on the subject was published in 2002, there has been exponential growth in this subfield. In fact, fitting an exponential function to the data reveals a relatively good fit (r-squared of 0.88). Using the exponential function to forecast future scientific output in this field suggests estimated publication counts in 2018, 2019, and 2020 of 164, 214, and 279, respectively.

The second insight is that Chinese organizations are responsible for the majority of research output. Table 4.2 shows the author affiliations of the most prolific authors in the subfield. Figure 4.7 depicts the collaborative (coauthorship) network of author affiliations. The network graph illustrates that Chinese researchers are establishing strong communities of scientific practice. The presence of knowledge networks is indicative of a healthy national scientific community for a given sector; they indicate the presence of channels of interorganization information flow. Of the eight communities of coauthorship observed in the network, four are dominated, in terms of authorship slots contribution, by Chinese organizations. The collaborative relationship between Beihang University (previously Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astro-

34 Cichonski and Franklin, 2015.
36 Van Trees, Bell, and Tian, 2013.
37 Currently, the scientific and technological progress in the field of UAS swarming is located primarily in the academic literature. Adding swarm* to our primary patent search yielded 43 results (43/19,333). Adding swarm* to the academic literature search produced 564 results (564/15,843).
38 Result based on Web of Science search. The swarming subset is constructed by simply adding “swarm*” to the original query of “TS= (UAV AND unmanned) OR TS= (UAS AND unmanned) OR TS= (unmanned aerial) OR TS= (drone AND unmanned).”
Figure 4.6
Number of Publications on UAS Swarming

![Graph showing the number of publications on UAS swarming from 2002 to 2020. The graph includes a trend line with the equation y = 1.78e^0.2661x. The x-axis represents the year, ranging from 2002 to 2020, and the y-axis represents the number of publications, ranging from 0 to 300. The graph shows a significant increase in publications over the years.]

SOURCE: Clarivate Analytics, undated.

Figure 4.7
Network of Swarming Publications

![Diagram illustrating the network of swarming publications with various universities and institutes connected. The diagram includes universities such as Fraunhofer IOSB, Univ Luxembourg, Univ Bordeaux, Nanyang Technological University, Beihang Univ, Natl Univ Singapore, Chinese Academy of Sciences, PLA National University of Defense Technology, Seoul National University, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Indian Institute of Science, Tsinghua University, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, and Ministry of Education of the People's Republic of China.]

NOTES: IOSB = Institute of Optronics, System Technologies and Image Exploitation; Univ = university; Natl = national; Inst = institute.
Using AI to Detect UAS Cyberattacks

Some emerging technology trends could potentially help mitigate the risks outlined earlier in this chapter and other sections of the report associated with intrusion detection and tampering with system functionality. One such trend is the use of ML and AI techniques and tools to detect cyberattacks in real time.

The intrusion detection problem in cybersecurity involves identifying malicious use and policy violations among those using a cyber system. Numerous researchers have proposed using ML and AI methods on network and system communications. Buczak and Guven, in a 2016 survey article on the topic, note that techniques that have been applied include neural networks, decision trees, ensemble learning, and support-vector machines, among others. These are all common ML methods. These techniques are able to identify various types of intrusions and attacks by monitoring network traffic. The authors find that the “biggest gap” preventing more-successful applications of such techniques, or even a fair comparison among them, is the lack of training data—datasets that contain known intrusions and could be used to train algo-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>UAS Swarming Publications</th>
<th>Country of Origin</th>
<th>Organization Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beihang University</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing Institute of Technology</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical University of Dortmund</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cranfield University</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsinghua University</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Air Force</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De La Salle University</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanyang Technological University</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harbin Institute of Technology</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA National University of Defense Technology</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2  
Affiliation of Authors of Swarming Publications

nautics) and Tsinghua University is, by a significant margin, the strongest in the entire coauthorship network.

Algorithms to detect future threats. Jones and Straub note that several “machine learning techniques have been used to approach the intrusion detection problem.” The authors go on to introduce a methodology specifically for intrusion detection for “autonomous robots” that includes one component that identifies “signatures in robot decisionmaking,” essentially patterns in activity that reveal something important about how the robot is behaving, and another based on a “deep neural network that is trained to detect commands that deviate from expected behavior.”

Signature identification is based on a database of previously identified signals. The overall methodology involves a combination of a rule-based system (for identifying “signatures”) and a neural network (for determining whether there has been an intrusion); similar hybrid approaches have been proposed relatively frequently in this domain. Such an approach could be promising for detecting cyber-UAS attacks, though, again, the lack of training data presents a challenge.

A small but growing body of literature looks more specifically at intrusion detection for UAS. The topic is often linked to fault detection, the related idea of identifying, often in real-time, when something has gone wrong with a component of a UAS. For example, Abbaspour et al. (2017) propose an approach based on a neural network that detects both faults and false data injection attacks on “unmanned quadrotor sensors.” Gil-Casals, Owezarski, and Descargues (2013) describe a support-vector machine-based method for “autonomous detection of cyberattacks on airborne networks.” Airborne networks here include aerial vehicles that communicate to one another, or to ground-based systems. In her longer doctoral thesis, Gil-Casals has defined a risk-assessment framework for cyber threats to such networks. One part of Gil-Casals’ thesis lists features that can be used to describe network traffic quantitatively and research articles where the features were proposed. Sedjelmaci and Senouci (2018) describe a “security framework” for mitigating cyberattacks on airborne networks. The authors describe how different data are relevant for different purposes; for

41 Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman, 2001.
43 Jones and Straub, 2017.
example, how “data injection rate” can be used to detect “wormhole and black hole” attacks while “signal strength intensity” can be used to detect “jamming” and “GPS spoofing” attacks. Aktaş, Gemci, and Yağdereli (2015) similarly classify threats and then propose general guidance for responding to such threats. The authors note that UAS “must be equipped with defensive capabilities and measures such that they can be able to respond automatically and dynamically to both accidental and deliberate defects and attacks.”

Another survey article, by Shakhatreh et al. (2018), organizes 16 relevant previously published research articles based on the “attack vector” and the “proposed countermeasure” that each article considers and introduces. One point that the authors bring up is the potential for “adversarial attacks on the employed machine learning techniques.” It makes sense that if a particular ML or AI technique or tool is widely used to detect intrusions: then attackers may develop strategies for deceiving the technique or tool itself.

**Hardware and Fabrication Complexity**

Commercially available UAS are becoming increasingly sophisticated. One consequence of increased hardware and software complexity is that it becomes harder to track and verify the various processes that are operating on a particular platform. Additionally, the introduction of automation and computer-aided design into the fabrication of UAS and components means that oversight of and responsibility for system components may be increasingly difficult to trace. Specific components within communication (e.g., Bluetooth, GPS, WiFi, USB), sensor (e.g., infrared, radar, lidar), and flight control (e.g., AI for autopilot, dynamic following, swarm behavior) systems may be vulnerable, and exposure to these kinds of vulnerabilities may be increasingly difficult to uncover.

In essence, the drone acts as a network of components that communicate with each other and have various levels of interdependencies. Like software viruses, hardware components, mostly integrated circuits, can be injected with malicious code to cause unwanted behavior based on defined input sequences. This is already occurring in UAS. Most public-use UAS models consist of third-party intellectual property blocks, one or more of which may be contaminated during design, fabrication, configuration, or even the use phase. New technologies provide new attack vectors for
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infecting these hardware systems. For example, the first complete sabotage attack on a three-dimensional (3D) printed drone propeller was demonstrated by researchers at Ben-Gurion University in Israel using malicious manipulation of blueprints in 2016.\textsuperscript{53} Computer-aided design (CAD) tools used to manufacture most electronic circuits today provide similar entry points for attack, enabling, for example, memory corruption through a malicious drawing file.\textsuperscript{54}

For hardware threat identification, the cascading nature of failures of these components adds complexity and may be undiscoverable except through the use of specialized simulation software. Malicious logic can lead to such unwanted scenarios as causing the system to output data to the wrong port or address (information leakage), monitoring and modifying the system’s output data (tampering), or disabling the system by changing the system’s internal timing or control. All these can be done by changing or adding internal logic in such a way that it is unlikely to be detected by traditional testing and verification tools.

**Blockchain for UAS**

Blockchain technology also has relevance for the cybersecurity implications of UAS proliferation. A blockchain is a list of encrypted records stored in a distributed public ledger. The first high-profile blockchain records transactions involved the Bitcoin digital currency. Each user of Bitcoin maintains a copy of the blockchain, and all copies of the blockchain are updated regularly. The company Blockchain develops tools for managing Bitcoin.\textsuperscript{55} It is worth noting that Bitcoin has been labeled a vehicle for money laundering for organized crime and terrorist organizations,\textsuperscript{56} and it may be used to fund attacks of the type considered in this report. Other blockchains have been developed and are used for other digital currencies and, more generally, for recording other types of events. Blockchain has proven particularly adept at supporting automated, secure registries of transactions.

Many firms have proposed using a blockchain to record UAS deliveries of goods (e.g., Dorado,\textsuperscript{57} Walmart).\textsuperscript{58} Others have proposed using blockchain to manage communications between UAS operators and “aviation authorities,” including those who might manage or utilize UTM systems (e.g., applied Blockchain).\textsuperscript{59} As one promo-


\textsuperscript{55} Blockchain, “About,” webpage, 2019.


\textsuperscript{57} Dorado, “Dorado ICO,” webpage, undated.


tional website notes, many UTM research and development efforts seek “to create a system that does not require constant human monitoring and surveillance and can still ensure the authenticity, safety, security and control of the drones in the low-altitude airspace … Blockchain can facilitate all these features.” Academic researchers have begun to study the potential use of blockchain in UTM. One recent article proposes a UAS “Traffic Information Exchange Network” based on blockchain.

The decentralized, duplicative nature of blockchain and, in particular, by-design redundant checks on data quality used in normal functioning of the block chain make it difficult for an attacker to adjust or delete records. This feature could make it difficult for an attacker to, for example, modify flight plans within a UTM system. The use of encryption supports secure communications. This encryption could make it more difficult for an adversary to gather information from a drone. On the other hand, the distributed nature of data storage raises security concerns. Blockchain technology could be used to record, gather, and easily search for information on where a drone has been or what it has done. This aspect could enable an attack or applications that identify rogue UAS or unexpected patterns in UAS use.

An article in the *Harvard Business Review* claims that blockchain is “decades from reaching its full potential” due to the relative novelty and complexity of the technology. A study published in October 2017 that included a survey of supply chain and logistics professionals found that just 20 percent had implemented any form of “blockchain solutions.” The primary barriers to the wider use of blockchain, according to the professionals surveyed, included: “regulatory uncertainty,” the need for different parties to agree to and utilize a common system, and a “lack of technological maturity.” Data security was also a major concern. It is currently impossible to tell what effect blockchain will have on the cybersecurity of commercially available UAS, but it is definitely a technology and trend that warrants further scrutiny in the next several decades.

64 Hackius and Petersen, 2017.
Improved Hacking and Malware Delivery Support

In addition to some of the trends described above, which may help improve drone performance, security, or the ability to identify and respond to attacks, new technologies are also supporting attackers. Many models of drones can be easily disabled or even co-opted by a malicious actor, and readily available technologies help support such actions.

For example, SkyJack is an application that can exploit the weakly encrypted WiFi access ports of civilian UAS. It enables a drone or computer to seek out and take control of other drones within proximity. SkyJack targets Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 drones through network security software. Aircrack-ng, a security software, is used to identify a target’s wireless networks and clients through a WiFi access point. After obtaining access to a network and its clients, the application proceeds to take control of the target by disconnecting all the connected clients and requesting control of the now “uncontrolled” drone. What is notable about SkyJack is that it is scalable. A single instance of SkyJack can compromise multiple targets, and it is likely adaptable to multiple different types of drones because its source code is public and exploits a common underprotected WiFi access port on drones.

Maldrone is a malware that can be used remotely or locally to gain access to a drone’s operating system without the owner’s knowledge. It was designed to be “the first ever drone backdoor” and works by inserting itself as a man-in-the-middle in the communication between the drone’s automation software and hardware. It listens to traffic from real ports and sends a combination of falsified and legitimate commands to the command program using proxy ports. The source code for Maldrone is open to the public and could be easily adapted to infect many types of drones. Maldrone can also be uploaded into drones remotely, potentially enabling malicious actors to capture multiple drones at once. Thus, a malicious actor can use Maldrone to send various commands to an infected drone ranging from remote surveillance to gaining control over UAS flight.

Agent-Based Modeling and Simulation for Drone Defense

This report does not cover the large literature on counter-UAS. However, in some cases, physical defense against drones could in fact be useful in preventing cyberattacks where drones are used to deliver malware or gain access to a system through proximity. Therefore, the development of improved simulation technology to aid in building physical drone defense systems is notable. Technologies such as Map-Aware Non-Uniform Automata (MANA), developed by the New Zealand Defense Technology Agency, are increasingly being used to understand threats and the efficacy of various defense approaches. Such simulations allow users to study the effects of drone
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characteristics (e.g., firing rate, flight speed, payload) and defense characteristics (e.g., communications systems, identification accuracy, latency) on attack outcomes, providing decisionmakers with insights into their ability to counter drones, both today and in light of possible future technological advances for either the attacker or defender.

Table 4.3 provides a summary of some of the key UAS-related trends discussed in this section. This table also identifies the STRIDE dimensions which may come under increased risk due to these technological developments. The table also specifies the attack vector which may be opened due to these technological trends.

## Industry Trends: Conclusion

Experts in cybersecurity and UAS share many of the concerns regarding the trends highlighted above. While working toward market introduction, many firms produc-

### Table 4.3
Summary of Key UAS Features and Trends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>Key UAS Feature</th>
<th>STRIDE Taxonomy</th>
<th>Vulnerabilities and Attack Vectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simplified Control and Operation</td>
<td>Camera view-based flight; following target on camera</td>
<td>Repudiation and Information Disclosure</td>
<td>Third-party monitoring of user activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gesture and speech-directed flight control</td>
<td>Elevation of Privilege and Tampering</td>
<td>Alteration of factory-installed configurations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Operation and Vigilance</td>
<td>Location or sensor-based payload manipulation (e.g., crop spraying, medical supply delivery)</td>
<td>Elevation of Privilege</td>
<td>Intercept of payload usage or delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swarm drone maneuvers; multi-UAS operations</td>
<td>Elevation of Privilege and Tampering</td>
<td>Scaled-propagation of operational errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preplanned hovering; patrol routines</td>
<td>Spoofing or Tampering</td>
<td>Override of authentic GPS signal or uploaded navigation files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Maintenance and Protection</td>
<td>High-speed obstacle avoidance</td>
<td>Spoofing and Denial of Service</td>
<td>Sensor saturation or interference for obstruction of “view”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Auto-docking; recharge; return to home</td>
<td>Repudiation and Information Disclosure or Spoofing and denial of service</td>
<td>Third-party monitoring of user activities and sensor interference for failure to register “home” state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ing public-use UAS have neglected to meaningfully address hardening their platforms to resist a cyberattack. However, as these drones begin to be adopted for DHS missions, they will have to comply with emerging standards around cybersecurity and data protection. Many in the industry will be waiting for standards to be released so that they can differentiate themselves in the market and capture market share in the USG and local law enforcement markets.

One possible next step for helping to address some of the concerns of both industry leaders and policymakers may be the establishment of more-standardized UAS test methodology and approach. It is clear that other federally funded research and development centers (FFRDCs) and UAS experts would support such a strategy. To that end, we recommend a unified and partnered approach across the government to establish a UAS test range that can test and verify vendor claims to actual public-use UAS performance.

This chapter has described several technologies and trends that may have important implications for cybersecurity and, in particular, the cybersecurity of UAS. Analysts expect UAS use to grow rapidly and UAS operations to become more sophisticated. For example, autonomous operations—planning driven by an optimization goal and swarming will become more commonplace. Managing large amounts of UAS traffic will require increased communications bandwidth and the use of specialized UTM systems. These developments will produce opportunities for cyberattacks involving UAS. However, at the same time, new applications of ML and AI may produce more effective intrusion-detection systems. Blockchain technology may become widespread in the UAS world, ensuring certain communications are encrypted, but also increasing the amount of data available to would-be attackers. It will be important for DHS, in particular, to track developments in the use of UAS technology.
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This chapter looks at the ways in which UAS cyber vulnerabilities and capabilities can affect DHS, as well as potential and current DHS efforts to cope with UAS cyber concerns. We first examine attacks against DHS with UAS either as the target or the vector. Then we examine the reverse: potential offensive use of UAS by DHS. Finally, we look at how DHS can address UAS cyber concerns by examining how DHS components and offices can mitigate these concerns, what projects are currently underway within DHS related to UAS cybersecurity, and what current and future policies may help or hinder DHS decisionmakers.

**Attacks Against DHS Assets**

**DHS-Operated UAS as Target**

As discussed in Chapter Three, splitting UAS cyber vulnerabilities into two primary categories—those that target the UAS itself, and those that use UAS as a cyberattack vector—can confer an analytic advantage. While a small subset of DHS offices and components are currently vulnerable to one or both types of attacks, the increased ubiquity of public-use UAS and associated ease of access to these systems will further raise the level of risk to DHS, across multiple fronts.

Four DHS components have documented historical use of UAS in their day-to-day activities: the U.S Coast Guard (USCG),\(^1\) CBP,\(^2\) FEMA,\(^3\) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA).\(^4\) Most of these organizations also plan to expand their use of UAS: USCG plans to outfit its full fleet of National Security Cut-

---

ters with small UAS, CBP is exploring the use of small UAS to complement its Predators and other assets, and FEMA has all also expressed an interest in expanding its use of UAS. In addition, ICE is in the initial stages of understanding how UAS can enhance its agents’ abilities in the field.

DHS components are using and will continue to use a mix of both DoD-developed (Predator and ScanEagle) and commercially developed UAS. However, with the exception of USCG, all components plan to invest in commercially available UAS going forward. This means CBP, FEMA, CISA, and ICE assets will all be vulnerable to the types of attacks described in Chapter Three, in the following ways:

• CBP may lose intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities, creating visual blind spots for smuggling or other nefarious actions at borders and ports. CBP may also chose to employ UAS platforms for other activities in the future: For example, compromised UAS systems could impact chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and explosives (CBRNE) scanning at ports, where compromised UAS systems could prevent CBP agents from completing their duties, cause significant financial damage by delaying cargo movement while the system is fixed, or even send false “safe” readings of dangerous cargo. Compromised UAS could also create unknowable risk if the CBP operator is unaware of the breach.

• Compromised FEMA UAS may reduce capability to identify, reach, or supply individuals in peril or medical distress in disaster zones. This may happen both because the compromised UAS asset is no longer capable of performing as intended, and because the drone could be used to degrade other aerial operations such as helicopter flights or activity of other UAS. Compromised FEMA UAS may also lead to degraded situational awareness if UAS are used for ISR in disaster zones.

• Compromised CISA UAS would degrade the ability of the agency to conduct critical infrastructure inspections in some cases, and could be used in a cyber-physical attack to damage the critical infrastructure it was meant to survey. Compromised UAS could also create unknowable risk if the CISA operator is unaware of the breach.

• Finally, ICE intends to use UAS to reduce risk during raids. Compromised ICE UAS will reduce overall capability, require fallback to less-familiar concepts of operation (CONOPS), and increase the level of risk to the agents in the field.

5 USCG, undated.
Compromised UAS may even create unknowable risk if the ICE operator is unaware of the compromise.

**DHS Attacked with UAS as Vector**

Nearly all DHS components and offices could become victims of a drone-led botnet or data exfiltration attack. They all have physical locations where sensitive data and wireless networks are prevalent, making them targets for these types of attacks. UAS that have loitering capabilities—for example, those that can land and take-off again after some period of time—allow this type of covert attack, further increasing risk to unhardened systems.

As the ubiquity of connected devices grows, the danger of a drone-injected worm or similar attack, as discussed in Chapter Three, also increases. This attack vector need not be limited to DHS networks and connected devices, because DHS employees’ personal devices or home networks could also be access points for nefarious code to gain entry to DHS systems either wirelessly or by an employee connecting an infected device to a DHS laptop.

**DHS Offensive Cyber Actions with UAS as Vector**

While DHS may be targeted by adversary UAS as discussed above, it can, of course, use UAS to perform its own offensive cyber actions. DHS may use UAS to observe targets or suspected adversaries covertly; for example, drones may be able to gain access to a local network suspected of coordinating smuggling operations. This type of access could be used in overt offensive ways as well, such as disabling or feeding false information to networked security cameras and alarms immediately before a raid by ICE.

UAS-on-UAS offensive cyber operations could be useful as well. CBP could employ UAS to catch or disable UAS involved in smuggling when ground or manned platforms lack the maneuverability or quick response required to pursue these fleeting targets. FEMA could choose to employ a UAS to jam or disable drones in a disaster zone to allow clear passage for helicopters. A more-selective version could involve a FEMA drone attacking only UAS that are not emitting an identifying friend-or-foe code. Finally, DHS could employ its own “guard dog” UAS unit to patrol sensitive physical locations and disable adversary UAS found in the area in proximity to any DHS component at risk of infiltration or data extraction by adversary UAS. This attribute may hold special appeal to CISA, around critical infrastructure, and the U.S. Secret Service, around national special security events. However, as discussed in the previous section, nearly all DHS offices and components are potential targets due to wireless networks and future IoT concerns.
DHS Components and Offices as Mitigators

Certain components and offices within DHS are well-positioned to be leaders in mitigating these risks. In particular, the CISA and Science and Technology Directorate can develop technical solutions, while the Management Directorate; Office of Operations Coordination; and Office of Strategy, Policy, and Plans can approach the problem from a policy perspective.

Mitigation strategies may come from three approaches. For UAS as target, three recommendations may help DHS better position itself in light of current and future trends: (1) DHS should engage with the UAS manufacturing industry and (2) DHS purchasing authorities and policymakers can create an environment in which DHS operates secure UAS with minimal possible risk. For UAS as vector (3), all DHS components and offices can reduce risk by securing and hardening their networks and developing defensive CONOPS to randomize UAS deployment configurations, utilize secondary data sources for network tampering detection, and operationalize functional integrity checks within mission timelines in the field.

As noted in Chapter Three, UAS as targets have multiple vulnerabilities, and these abound across potential attack vectors: poor passphrase security, known default settings, and unprotected ad-hoc networks have all been entry routes for attackers. Vulnerabilities have also been shown throughout various subsystems and their communication links. DHS should engage with industry leaders through the Office of Partnership and Engagement and the Science and Technology Directorate (DHS S&T) to develop standards for secure public-use UAS. While such standards will not be adopted industry-wide, especially by foreign manufacturers, this process can encourage manufacturers to create UAS that are more responsive to security concerns. It should be noted, though, that adversaries will then have the same ability to purchase these cyber-hardened UAS. This measure and countermeasure cycle, typical of offense and defense competition, should encourage DHS S&T to invest in UAS cyber vulnerability threats and mitigation research, where permitted, to ensure that DHS remains at the forefront of knowledge on these topics. This could also include sponsored research or prizes for the development of specific capabilities to draw in academic and commercial participation.

DHS policymakers and purchasing authorities must follow up research and industry engagement by ensuring that DHS purchases UAS that satisfy security concerns. The Office of Strategy, Policy, and Plans and the Management Directorate both have influence on policy department-wide. All components and offices that will use UAS (CBP, FEMA, CISA, ICE, and potentially USCG, as discussed earlier) must also support UAS security policy and create incentives for acquisition to purchase secure UAS. Federal law enforcement training centers and the Office of Partnership and Engagement can also be called upon to educate and influence law enforcement agencies to

---

9 DHS is restricted on using and testing certain types of mitigations unless policy changes are implemented by Congress. See Kirstjen M. Nielsen, “The U.S. Isn’t Prepared for the Growing Threat of Drones,” Washington Post, July 4, 2018.
adopt similar policies when making their own UAS purchases, thereby lessening the risk that these assets could be commandeered and turned against DHS assets.

To reduce UAS as vectors, all DHS offices and components should ensure their networks are secure and robust to fend off UAS-launched cyberattacks. As with UAS as targets, the Office of Strategy, Policy, and Plans and the Management Directorate can create incentives and policy to ensure this happens. DHS should also educate employees on the dangers posed by IoT and unsecured devices to reduce the risk of nefarious actors gaining entry from compromised information technology platforms. When assessing UAS countermeasures, including the potential use of counter-UAS, UAS components should engage with the Office of General Counsel and the Privacy Office to ensure these countermeasures and their use are legal.10

**Relevant DHS Projects**

While we have suggested how DHS may choose to act to protect itself from UAS cyberattack issues in the future, it is important to note that DHS is already addressing the problem. DHS has recently run (and is currently running) several projects that are relevant to this report. DHS has a Program Executive Office for Unmanned Aerial Systems (PEO UAS) in its Science and Technology Directorate.11 One function of this office involves “enabling” UAS for integration and employment in DHS activities. A recent fact sheet put out by the PEO UAS on this topic notes that a recently completed study and simulation of sUAS employed in an environment where GPS technologies were threatened revealed weaknesses.12 Under the same “Resilient GPS and Communication” heading, the PEO UAS has planned to demonstrate “modular communication system for sUAS in a denied GPS environment” in fiscal year 2018. PEO UAS also reports that it is working with NASA to test and evaluate UTM systems.

As part of its 2016 and 2017 First Responder Electronic Jamming Exercises, DHS sought to “[d]emonstrate [and] [a]nalize the impacts of [e]lectronic threats on sUAS technology.”13 DHS is concerned about the growing availability of cheap devices that can disrupt electronic communications systems, and sUAS technologies are potentially attractive targets. The exercises provided DHS with an opportunity to study vulnerabilities in a realistic environment where threats were present.

---

10 Third-party UAS (e.g., those owned by hobbyist civilians) that are stolen or taken over by adversaries could potentially contain personally identifiable information. The Privacy Office should advise on countermeasures that could potentially be sued against this type of UAS.


Current and Future Policy Related to DHS and UAS Cybersecurity Concerns

As recently highlighted by then–DHS Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen, current policy restricts the efforts DHS may take to uphold its responsibilities to defend the homeland and its own interests against UAS attacks, including cyberattacks. However, recently proposed legislation indicates that in the near future, these restrictions may be loosened, enabling DHS to more freely address UAS-related cyber threats and launch offensive cyber options from UAS platforms, although certain areas of concern are still likely to limit DHS authority and actions.

Then–Secretary Nielsen, in an editorial in the Washington Post, points out that the “U.S. government will remain unable to identify, track and mitigate weaponized or dangerous drones in our skies” unless action is taken to change policy. Specifically, DHS lacks the authority and equipment to deal with UAS threats that are local to DHS assets. It is unable to intercept and override UAS control signals or adopt defensive actions, because current policy treats UAS as equivalent to manned aircraft. Commandeering the control signal of a UAS also violates the Wiretap Act and Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, among other regulations. The proposed legislation would give government agencies exemption to those laws specifically when dealing with UAS. In addition, current law prohibits new defensive technologies to be tested in relevant operational environments such as urban areas and large public events that fall under DHS authority.

Whichever form future legislation takes, it will still restrict DHS actions and capabilities when combating a UAS threat subject to concerns for maintaining the privacy of citizens and freedom of the press to portray public opinions that can oppose DHS authority. Indeed, the recent Senate bill was quickly amended from its initial draft to include language that limits the reach and duration of DHS monitoring and countermeasures to “reasonable” levels. This proposed legislation suggests that technology enabling rapid detection, tracking, and identification of and response to threats will have high value to DHS. However, counter-UAS tools and concepts must limit collateral damage (e.g., hijacking a specific control signal rather than blanket jamming of broad bandwidth) and protect privacy.

14 Nielsen, 2018.
15 Nielsen, 2018.
17 Weaver, 2018; United States Code, Title 18, Section 2511, Interception and Disclosure of Wire, Oral, or Electronic Communications Prohibited, [date]; Public Law 99-474, The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 1986.
In this report, we focus on frameworks and approaches for understanding and documenting vulnerabilities and attack opportunities related to UAS and cybersecurity. In this chapter, a toolkit is presented that could help policymakers understand the UAS-related cybersecurity threat space and conduct a survey of today’s threats across a variety of sources. We also provide a summary of future trends that may change the threat space over time. Finally, we focus on the relevance of these topics to the Department of Homeland Security.

This report focuses on classifying UAS threats largely with respect to cybersecurity, and presents an approach that can aid in analyzing these threats with the goal of directing efforts on mitigation and defensive strategies. However, the prioritization and likelihood of consequences from the highlighted threats are not addressed. Upon identifying and understanding these threat types, decisionmakers will still need to understand, for each threat, the likelihood of an attack, the consequences of such an attack, and the opportunities that exist to either prevent or exploit such an attack. As a first step in protecting itself from UAS-related cyberattacks or successfully using UAS as cyber assets, DHS can use the approaches outlined in this report to understand the set of attack vectors and attack surfaces. This is a necessary step, but it is not sufficient for establishing a coherent UAS and cybersecurity plan for cyber defense or offensive cyber operations.

**Recommendations**

Upon gaining a better understanding of the threat space, **DHS must continue to work with senior policymakers, cybersecurity experts, and other government and law enforcement agencies to move toward a coherent UAS cyber strategy.** This work will involve inventorying and categorizing UAS platforms, understanding possible consequences of as well as mitigation options for UAS-related cyberattacks, and staying abreast of new technological developments that could change the threat space. DHS should invest in operating a UAS test range or ranges in collaboration with the private sector, national labs, and other government stakeholders such as the FAA. This
step would help ensure industry compliance with safety and security protocols and aid interagency coordination. Greater risks will accompany the capture and control of a larger, heavier fixed-wing drone, capable of flying far and carrying a heavy payload, than the typical small quadcopter drone flown by a hobbyist in the local park. Attacks involving the theft of UAS operator data will be more consequential when the operator is engaged in more sensitive operations; for example, monitoring critical infrastructure or protecting previously threatened facilities.

**DHS should also prioritize the most critical vulnerabilities and find ways to close attack vectors and protect attack surfaces.** To understand mitigation options, DHS will need to monitor technological development in counter-UAS systems and experiment with emerging attack techniques and technologies. A coordinated and updateable system of monitoring and intervention is likely to be required, as the innovation cycle of cyberattack and countermeasure suggests that even hardened systems cannot be guaranteed immune to attack.

Finally, **DHS will need to monitor UAS adoption and anticipate the implications of widespread UAS diffusion.** Capabilities such as autonomous flight and swarming will widen the UAS application space. As UAS are used in a wider range of activities, the number of legitimate-use UAS that are airborne at any given time will increase. From the perspective of threat mitigation, one of most important tasks in this new UAS-dense environment will be distinguishing licit from illicit activity.
APPENDIX A

Attack Categorization

In this appendix, we provide a taxonomy of types of attacks.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Description</th>
<th>Attack Type*</th>
<th>UAS Role</th>
<th>Access Point</th>
<th>Bug/ Weapon</th>
<th>Attack Vector</th>
<th>Date of Attack</th>
<th>Referenced in</th>
<th>Source Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Researchers develop app to turn drone into spying machine</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Attacker</td>
<td>WiFi Network</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Drone</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF CON Lecture on how drones are used to monitor/hack information</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Attacker</td>
<td>WiFi Network</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Drone</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper discusses Wireshark hacking</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Attacker</td>
<td>WiFi Network</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Drone</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Rani et al., 2016.</td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper discusses MITM hacking</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Attacker</td>
<td>WiFi Network</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Drone</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Rani et al., 2016.</td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Description</td>
<td>Attack Type*</td>
<td>UAS Role</td>
<td>Access Point</td>
<td>Bug/ Weapon</td>
<td>Attack Vector</td>
<td>Date of Attack</td>
<td>Referenced in</td>
<td>Source Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper discusses Trojan Horse hacking</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Attacker</td>
<td>WiFi Network</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Drone</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Rani et al., 2016.</td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF CON Lecture on drone defense products</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Attacker</td>
<td>Drone RC Receiver</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Drone</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td></td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drones can be used to “sniff” for unsecured wireless signals</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Drone RC Receiver</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Anti-drone System</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Don Galeom, “As Drones Become Tools of War, Companies Turn to Hacking Them,” Futurism, February 20, 2018.</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology used to hunt down drones</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Data transmission</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Anti-drone System</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td></td>
<td>News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Description</td>
<td>Attack Type</td>
<td>UAS Role</td>
<td>Access Point</td>
<td>Bug/ Weapon</td>
<td>Attack Vector</td>
<td>Date of Attack</td>
<td>Referenced in</td>
<td>Source Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF CON Lecture on UAV applications and vulnerabilities</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>WiFi Network</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Cell Phone</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td></td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russians use white noise broadcasting to defend against Ukrainian UAVs</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Drone RC Receiver</td>
<td>Radio frequency</td>
<td>Jamming device</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Hartman and Giles, 2016.</td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF CON Lecture on drone defense products</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Drone GPS</td>
<td>Radio frequency</td>
<td>Jamming device</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td></td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF CON Lecture on drone defense products</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Drone RC Receiver</td>
<td>Radio frequency</td>
<td>Jamming device</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td></td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan seeks drone gun from China</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Drone RC Receiver</td>
<td>Radio frequency</td>
<td>Jamming device</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td></td>
<td>News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hezbollah claims to hack Israeli drone feed</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Data transmission</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Krishna and Murphy, 2017.</td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurgents hack U.S. drone video feeds</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Data transmission</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Krishna and Murphy, 2017.</td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Description</td>
<td>Attack Type*</td>
<td>UAS Role</td>
<td>Access Point</td>
<td>Bug/ Weapon</td>
<td>Attack Vector</td>
<td>Date of Attack</td>
<td>Referenced in</td>
<td>Source Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researchers deactivate drone with push of a button</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>WiFi Network</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Krishna and Murphy, 2017.</td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF CON Lecture on hacking UAVs</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Drone GPS</td>
<td>Radio frequency</td>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td></td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns Hopkins researchers demonstrate multiple drone hacks</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>WiFi Network</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td></td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher demonstrates hacking of $35,000 police drone</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Drone RC Receiver</td>
<td>Radio frequency</td>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tech blog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas researchers demonstrate hacking of commercial UAV</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>WiFi Network</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td></td>
<td>News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drones that utilize open WiFi communications are susceptible to hacks</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>WiFi Network</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Güvenç et al., 2018.</td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration that GPS can be hacked</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Drone GPS</td>
<td>Radio frequency</td>
<td>Spoofing device</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Giray, 2013.</td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Description</td>
<td>Attack Type*</td>
<td>UAS Role</td>
<td>Access Point</td>
<td>Bug/ Weapon</td>
<td>Attack Vector</td>
<td>Date of Attack</td>
<td>Referenced in</td>
<td>Source Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spoofing demonstration on civilian UAV</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Drone GPS</td>
<td>Radio frequency</td>
<td>Spoofing device</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Javid, Jahan, and Sun, 2017.</td>
<td>Academic**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students hijack luxury yacht</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Drone GPS</td>
<td>Radio frequency</td>
<td>Spoofing device</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Javid, Jahan, and Sun, 2017.</td>
<td>Academic**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS spoofing simulation</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Drone GPS</td>
<td>Radio frequency</td>
<td>Spoofing device</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Javid, Jahan, and Sun, 2017.</td>
<td>Academic**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil rebels hijack U.S. satellite signal</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Giray, 2013.</td>
<td>Academic**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer virus logs pilot behavior during missions</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Krishna and Murphy, 2017.</td>
<td>Academic**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-100 Camcopter gets GPS jammed</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Drone GPS</td>
<td>Radio frequency</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Krishna and Murphy, 2017.</td>
<td>Academic**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User loses control of drone, causing collision with civilian</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>WiFi Network</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Rani et al., 2016.</td>
<td>Academic**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Description</td>
<td>Attack Type*</td>
<td>UAS Role</td>
<td>Access Point</td>
<td>Bug/ Weapon</td>
<td>Attack Vector</td>
<td>Date of Attack</td>
<td>Referenced in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russians use GPS spoofing to defend against Ukrainian UAVs</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Drone GPS</td>
<td>Radio frequency</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Hartman and Giles, 2016.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication path deception attacks</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>WiFi Network</td>
<td>Data Packet</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Hak5, “Drones Hacking Drones (Part 1), Hak5 1518.1,” video, YouTube, December 18, 2013.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* D = Denial of Service, I = Information Disclosure, S = Spoofing, E = Elevation of Privilege, T = Tampering.

1 Hak5, “Drones Hacking Drones (Part 1), Hak5 1518.1,” video, YouTube, December 18, 2013.
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This work explores approaches for understanding, inventorying, and modeling cybersecurity implications of the rapid growth in Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS), focusing specifically on current vulnerabilities and future trends. The authors propose conceptual approaches meant to enable the enumeration and categorization of UAS-related cyber threats and explore some of the potential benefits and challenges of modeling the commercial UAS threat. These approaches are applied to real-world threat scenarios to test their validity and illustrate the types of attacks that are currently feasible. Industry trends and the implications of these trends for cybersecurity are presented. Finally, the authors consider the UAS-related cybersecurity threat from the perspective of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). Specifically, the authors describe the vulnerability of particular DHS components to the threats described in this report and suggest possible means of threat mitigation.